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What happened since last update?

- irt: - we made it: now returned by default !!
- abuse-mailbox: added
- triggered a major rework of the documentation set
- first proposals as a result of the DP-TF work
  - see next slide
- major discussions due for RIPE55
The Data Protection TF

- The RIPE database is considered to NOT be in line with European and Dutch (in particular) data protection regulations 😞
- A Task-Force was formed to help the NCC with cleaning up the situation, proposals and interim summer meeting in Amsterdam
- Service in the public interest?
Changes proposed or discussed (1)

- Remove all “orphaned” (person:) objects
  - just a 1st step
- Remove (or very strictly limit?) the “White-Pages” functionality
- Require a maintainer for all objects, including person: and role: !
- Very closely look at the NRTM service
  - no new feeds, AUP/new contracts, review existing
  - usefulness of feed without person:/role:?
Changes proposed or discussed (2)

● Review mntnr: object creation
  – only by way of existing maintainer?
  – only manually (again) by way of ripe-dbm?

● How to deal with legacy stuff?
  – problem going away with resource certification?
  – problem being affected by scarcity of IPv4 addresses?

● It is a mess… 😞
Questions